Interested in the American Revolution?
Live in the Washington metropolitan area?
You may wish to share in the activities of the local American
Revolution Round Table (ARRT). The ARRT is a refreshing opportunity to discover
further the dynamic dimensions of one of the world's great events. It was a time of epic
struggles that is far more complex and influential than is popularly perceived.
This period was rich with distinctive personalities and a unique concentration of
political and military leadership. Compared to later eras, the lesser scale of destruction and
simpler armaments tend to obscure the true brilliance and significance of military
operations in the American War for Independence. The ARRT offers a special opportunity
to discover the many interesting aspects (social and economic, as well as political and
military) of the American War for Independence.
Since 1974, monthly ARRT speaking programs have been presented by well known
and distinguished historians, authors, and educators. Many speakers are scholars and
members of the ARRT. Early ARRT program topics generally covered the chronological
development of events as they were commemorated during the bicentennial of the
Revolution. Subsequent programs continue to expand upon the impressive array of past
talks and field trips. Some programs re-address themes of past presentations, with different
speakers and perspectives. Other programs pertain to post-revolution creation of the
American political institutions and traditional foundations.
The ARRT welcomes non-members to attend one of the monthly meetings in order
to evaluate their interest in joining the round table. ARRT meetings, each with dinner
followed by a program talk, are held at Fort Meyer Officers' Club in Arlington, VA. Further
information can be found at the ARRT of DC website:
http://www.xenophongroup.com/patriot/arrt/arrt_web.htm
The web site contains information on the past and scheduled programs. Remember that
many public libraries provide citizens access to the Internet. For further information on the
ARRT telephone a member at: 703.360.9712, 703.768.7282, 703.780.8472, or
703.370.6446; or write to: The ARRT, PO Box 137, Mount Vernon, VA, 22121.

